
JBQ Game Ideas

*Run to the buzzer-If Quizzer gets it correct they scoot from the table and have to run
on the next question to the buzzer
Another version-Divide kids into even teams and line up and run to buzzer, then
everyone goes to back of line (keep track of how many right Q’s ea get) then
do a round with those who answered questions correctly

*Pom-pom Relay-Mini marshmallows even # in 2 bowls

*Polar Pairs-pair off by two’s and they ask each other Q’s as fast as possible

*Quick Draw-divide into two teams-each team draws the same picture (church etc.),
state how many parts it should have (10-20 parts) see which team’s picture
Is the best. Divide teams into 10’s, 20’s 30’s Q’s (Monster Draw etc)

*Sticker the Coach-when they answer a Q correct they put a sticker on the coach

*Popcorn-2 rows of kids, 2 people at front, popcorn up if you know the answer, after 3 turns
go to the back of line, if correct answer they go to back of row

*Around the World-have 5-6 kids sit in a circle-2 kids stand up and the first one to answer
the question correctly goes to the next kid in the circle the other one sits down.
Goal: to make it around the entire circle having answered correctly

*Four Corners-6-8 minutes-Coach sits in the middle close your eyes, quizzers run to
any corner of the room. Coach point to a corner and someone there must answer
correctly. Keep it moving quickly.

*Hot potato-toss around a ball and stop and ask a question

*Baseball-first base is 10pts, 2nd base is 20pts, 3rd base is 30pts, home run everyone
got their question right on that team

*Point-Pile-up-fast game. Everyone gets a piece of construction paper with their
name on it. Go to a person & put card on their paper. They must answer it
for the point value of the card. Person with the most points wins.

*Jeopardy-read answer and they give you the question


